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MAKING KIWI CANOPIES 
FOR OVER 30 YEARS

UV 
RESISTANT

100KG
LOAD RATED

WATER 
TIGHT

REINFORCED 
FIBREGLASS

On the cutting edge of canopy design, Crown Canopies 
are engineered from a fibreglass shell to provide greater 
strength and durability than a plastic canopy. Painted with 
eco friendly water based paint the Crown Canopy has a 
glossy, flawless finish to complement the vehicle.

FLUSH WINDOW
Featuring an all glass trim that 
gives the canopy a snazzy 
modern look.

LIFT UP WINDOW
The essential window for 
tradesman, giving complete 
access to the tray of the vehicle.

SLIDING WINDOW
Ideal for dog owners who require 
ventilation and the casual user 
who needs a secure space.

SECURITY WINDOW
The perfect window option for 
accessibility and security using a 
solid fibreglass cut out.



TUF DEK LINER
With 30 years of experience bringing the highest quality liner to the 
world, the Tuf Dek Liner gives renowned usability and protection to the 
wellside. The Tuf Dek Liner is virtually impossible to crack or break.

BEDRUG LINER

FEATURES
• Allows full access to any factory tie-downs.
• Anti-skid material prevents tools from sliding around the tray.

FEATURES
• Unique Tail Gate Jam design.
• Utilises the factory tie down points.

This is the most innovative and unique truck bed liner there is. You get 
the look and comfort of carpet, as well as a hard wearing non-slip TPO 
floor to protect your truck bed from impact dings and damage.

TAILGATE GUARD IMPACT ABSORBING COMPATIBLE WITH TUF LOK COMPATIBLE WITH CORE TRAX



THE HARD WEARING 
ALUMINIUM HARD LID
The Defender Hard Lid converts the ute tray into 
a secure storage space. No more filling up the 
back seat with dirty tools, gear or supplies. Have 
everything within reach, with all angle access to the 
tray and easy opening with an efficient single handle 
unlocking system.

ALUMINIUM EXTERIOR
Hard wearing aluminium checker 
plate exterior provides a stylish 
and durable finish.

GREATER OPENING ANGLE
All access, 47° opening angle for 
easy accessibility to the tray of 
the vehicle.

POP LOCK SECURITY HANDLE
Efficient single handle double lock 
security system recesses into the 
lid for subtle accessibility.

OPTIONAL CARGO RAILS
Load rated Cargo Rails provide 
carrying capacity for the Defender 
Hard Lid.



HARD LIDS
Manufactured from a tough yet lightweight and highly durable ABS 
material, the ABS Hard Lids are fully lockable and feature twin gas 
struts for ease of opening.

OPTIONAL CARGO CARRIERS OPTIONAL SPORTS BAR

MOUNTAIN TOP ROLL

FEATURES
• Multiple locking positions to carry any load.
• High grade aluminium construction with euro styling.

FEATURES
• Smooth, high gloss, UV resistant durable exterior finish.
• Uniquely styled to each vehicle.

THREE PIECE LID ONE PIECE LID

The premium retractable tonneau cover, sleek design and an ultimate 
finish, with the option of anodized aluminium or black powder exterior. 
Providing unparalleled access due to it's roll away design.

OPTIONAL 
REMOTE LOCKING



VEHICLE SHELVING AND 
STORAGE SYSTEM
The steel dual drawer system provides a lockable 
storage space for tools, with a simple pull out design 
that locks when extended. Wrapped in automotive 
carpet, the exterior is usable as a flat surface under 
a hard lid or can be complemented with one or two 
steel shelving units accessible through the windows 
of a canopy.

FEATURES
• Drawers dynamically rated to 100kgs each.
• 320mm deep shelves hold plastic storage bins.

REAR STEP TOW BAR

FEATURES
• Provision for OE reverse park assist accessory.

The Rear Step Tow Bar is manufactured from 50-60mm steel tube, 
chassis mounted for strength and designed to provide your vehicle’s 
rear panels with solid protection. These bars also feature a checker 
plate step to access the tray and a Class 4 towbar.



QUANTUM SIDE STEPS

FEATURES
• Built from aluminium and anodised black for style and protection.

These euro style running boards are the ideal accessory to add a black 
accent to a vehicle. Featuring black anodised step treads and custom 
end caps they provide effortless entry to the vehicle, convenient access 
to the roof and lower body protection from mud and stones.

TJM SNORKEL

BED SLIDE TRAY

FEATURES
• Engineered to supply the correct volume of air or better to the engine.

FEATURES
• Additional storage and tie down accessories.

Fitting a snorkel means air supply is drawn from roof level providing 
cooler and cleaner air to the engine, which means greater fuel efficiency 
and less clogging of air filters. Providing hassle-free air induction when 
immersed in dust and getting you through deep water crossings. 

The Bed Slide is the perfect solution to accessing the ute bed and 
sliding everything out from under a canopy, tonneau cover or hard lid. 
Holding 450kgs evenly distributed, simply grab the handle and pull, and 
the Bed Slide rolls everything out.



USE MORE OF YOUR VEHICLE
See your local dealer or visit fullyequipped.co.nz to 
view the complete range of Fully Equipped products. 

WWW.FULLYEQUIPPED.CO.NZ

For trade vehicle users who demand versatility, Fully 
Equipped is an aftermarket accessory supplier that 
provides dedicated service and access to a diverse 
range of world-class accessories.

Born and raised in New Zealand Fully Equipped 
has designed and built their flagship products the 
Crown Canopy and Tuf Dek liner for over thirty 
years. Constructed to master the harsh chill of the 
deep south to the dense bush of the far north. What 
Fully Equipped don’t manufacture, they source from 
world-leading brands such as TJM, Bott, Mountain 
Top and BedSlide. Bringing the best in the world 
to New Zealand. 100% New Zealand owned Fully 
Equipped has become one of New Zealand’s leading 
manufacturers and distributors of aftermarket 
accessories to suit the fleet, trade, off-road and the 
around town driver.


